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 Abstract—Network-controlled device-to-device (D2D) communication allows cellular users to communicate directly, i.e., without 
passing through the eNodeB, while the latter retains control over resource allocation. This allows the same time-frequency resources 
to be allocated to spatially separated D2D flows simultaneously, thus increasing the cell throughput. This paper presents a framework 
for: i) selecting which communications should use the D2D mode, and when, and ii) allocating resources to D2D and non-D2D users, 
exploiting reuse for the former. We show that the two problems, although apparently similar, should be kept separate and solved at 
different timescales in order to avoid problems, such as excessive packet loss. We model both as optimization problems, and propose a 
heuristic solution to the second, which must be solved at millisecond timescales. Simulation results show that our framework is practi-
cally viable, it avoids the problem of packet losses, increases throughput and reduces delays. 
 
Index Terms—LTE-Advanced, device-to-device, resource allocation, optimization 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Network-controlled device-to-device (D2D) communication [16] is gaining rapid acceptance among telecommunication op-
erators as a means to achieve very low latencies and to favor spectrum reuse within LTE-Advanced networks. In a traditional 
cellular network, every communication is between a User Equipment (UE) and the eNodeB (eNB), thus two UEs can only 
communicate via a two-hop path, even though they are within hearing range of each other. Since resource allocation is always 
performed by the eNB – in both the uplink and the downlink – and UEs are simply told where to transmit/listen to their data, the 
eNB may simultaneously target both endpoints, having one transmit on the same Resource Blocks (RBs) where the other is told 
to receive. This brings several benefits: on one hand, a single-hop path is used, hence the delay is reduced and the radio re-
sources required to support the same flows are (roughly) halved. On the other hand, and more importantly, since a UE’s trans-
mitting power is small, spatial reuse is made possible: the same RBs can be allocated simultaneously to flows whose receivers 
are sufficiently far apart to tolerate the interference of each other’s transmitter. In the presence of highly localized transmissions, 
such as vehicular ad hoc networks, gaming, peer-to-peer file exchange, there is in fact room for a considerable increase in the 
cell capacity, with little investment from the operator.  
Enabling network-controlled D2D requires solving several problems. One is discovering which pairs of UEs are eligible for 
D2D communication, due to proximity and – possibly – other enablers (such as terminal class or subscription profile). Another, 
orthogonal to the former, is resource allocation. This problem has two facets: mode selection, i.e., determining which D2D-
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eligible flows will actually use the direct path, and MAC-level packet scheduling, i.e., determining which RBs go to which 
flows, in the presence of both D2D and non-D2D users. The latter problem presents peculiar challenges with respect to tradi-
tional LTE scheduling, due to spatial reuse among D2D UEs and to the need of allocating resources to D2D and non-D2D UEs 
simultaneously. Several works have appeared lately on resource allocation for D2D systems (see, e.g., survey [6], and [7]-[14]). 
Some only tackle mode selection (e.g., [7], [8]). Others advocate solving both problems at the same time ([10],[11],[13]). Oth-
ers, finally, consider both problems as disjoint, and solve them imposing restrictions on the allocated resources ([9], [12], [14]). 
In this paper, we explore resource allocation for network-controlled D2D systems. We first show that the two problems of 
mode selection and packet scheduling are fundamentally different, and should be solved at different timescales: the former at 
coarse timescales (hundreds of ms or more) and the latter at the Transmission Time Interval (TTI) timescale, i.e., 1ms. Faster 
mode selection, in fact, brings route flapping, which increases packet losses; on the other hand, slower packet scheduling fails to 
exploit channel adaptation, thus making resource allocation ineffective. We then design a practical framework where the two 
problems are solved at the relevant timescales, and information is fed back from one to the other. We show that it is practically 
feasible to select modes by solving a Mixed Integer-Linear Problem at optimality, and for packet scheduling we propose both an 
optimal formulation and a low-complexity heuristic that consider both D2D and non-D2D UEs simultaneously. Our framework 
is general, in that it easily accommodates different objectives, for instance maximizing the overall throughput, minimizing the 
energy consumed by the eNB, and others. Our results, obtained in a simulation environment that includes all the LTE data-plane 
protocols, show that the mode selection period influences packet loss. Moreover, selecting modes carefully, by taking into ac-
count global metrics (such as the available resources in both the uplink and the downlink) brings significant benefits, such as 
higher cell throughput and reduced delays.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II reports background on LTE-A. We detail the system model hypothe-
ses in Section III, and present our resource allocation framework in Section IV. Performance results are reported in Section V, 
whereas Section VI reviews the related work. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper. 
II. BACKGROUND ON LTE-A 
We first provide background regarding LTE-A layering and resource allocation, and then move to introducing device-to-
device communications.  
User data coming down from the IP layer traverse the Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP), and from there arrive at 
the Radio Link Control (RLC) in the form of RLC SDUs. As shown in Figure 1, the RLC performs segmentation and concate-
nation of RLC SDUs into RLC PDUs, whose size is decided by the MAC. More in detail the RLC layer can be configured to 
work in three modes, namely transparent (TM), unacknowledged (UM) or acknowledged (AM). The first one performs a one-
to-one mapping between RLC SDU and PDUs. The second one performs segmentation/concatenation of SDUs on transmis-
sion, and reassembly, duplicate detection and reordering of PDUs on reception. The third one adds reliable PDU transmission 
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capabilities on top of that. RLC PDUs are then encapsulated into MAC PDUs: each of them contains the information being sent 
over the physical layer, and is called Transmission Block (TB) [17]. RLC PDUs are physically buffered at the RLC. 
MAC-layer transmissions are arranged in subframes and paced at Transmission Time Intervals (TTIs) of 1ms. In the down-
link (DL), the eNB allocates a vector of Resource Blocks (RBs) to the UEs associated to it on each TTI. Each RB carries a fixed 
number of symbols, but a different number of bits depending on the Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) reported by the UE. The 
CQI depends on the measured Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR), and it determines the modulation that the eNB 
will use (hence, indirectly, the number of bytes per RB). Error recovery at the MAC level is provided by a Hybrid ARQ (H-
ARQ) scheme, which allows a configurable number of retransmissions. Downlink H-ARQ processes are asynchronous, i.e., a 
retransmission can be scheduled by the eNB at any future TTI.  
In the uplink (UL), the eNB issues transmission grants for each UE, specifying which RBs they can use, using what trans-
mission format. However, UL buffers reside at the UEs, hence the latter must notify their buffer status to the eNB. This is done 
via quantized Buffer Status Reports (BSRs), transmitted (either alone or trailing a data transmission) in band, i.e. together with 
the data. Thus, they can only be sent i) when the UE is scheduled, and ii) if there is enough space to do so (a BSR can take up to 
24 bits). Therefore, an out-of-band Random Access Procedure (RAC) is used to allow a UE to signal the presence of backlog. 
RAC requests may collide, and collisions are resolved through a backoff procedure. RAC requests are responded in-band, by 
scheduling the UE in a future TTI, and are re-iterated if unanswered. The standard handshake for UL transmissions, shown in 
Figure 2, takes five messages: first the UE sends a RAC request; the eNB responds with a short grant, large enough for a BSR; 
the UE sends its BSR; the eNB sends a larger grant according to its scheduling policy, and the UE transmits its data. The middle 
two interactions can be dispensed with if the UE is enabled to send one or more PDUs together with the BSR, a technique 
known as bandwidth stealing, which saves UL resources and reduces latency. Semi-Persistent Scheduling (SPS) can also be 
used to transmit periodic traffic, e.g., VoIP. It consists in the eNB issuing a long-term, periodic grant to a UE, which can then 
transmit in the pre-assigned RBs without signaling. However an SPS grant sets – once and for all – the format of the uplink 
transmissions based on the channel conditions at the moment of decision, thus preventing link adaptation. The unavoidable 
mismatch between the presumed and actual UE channel quality results in either a higher Block Error Rate (BLER) or an over-
dimensioned grant, thus reducing cell capacity. Uplink H-ARQ is synchronous i.e. a retransmission is scheduled exactly eight 
TTI after the previous attempt. 
A. Network-controlled device-to-device communications 
Device-to-device (D2D) or direct communications are being standardized in the 3GPP community [16]. Assume UE a wants 
to transmit to UE b: this would normally require a two-hop transmission with the eNB as a relay. Instead, network-controlled 
D2D consists in having a use one or more RBs for transmission and b use the same RBs for reception. The link where this 
communication occurs is often referred to as sidelink (SL), to distinguish it from the UL and DL. 
The standard is mainly concerned with one-to-many D2D communications. In the latter, the UE transmits to proximate 
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neighbors, either acting as a relay to increase the cell coverage, or sending data of its own. Two modes are foreseen for network-
controlled resource allocation. In the first mode, the eNB schedules RBs for a’s transmission and informs b that it should re-
ceive in the same RBs where the grant is being issued (slots 5 and 3 of Figure 2, respectively). Alternatively, UE a selects RBs 
from a resource pool on its own, where the pool may be configured statically or semi-statically by the eNB. Clearly, the first 
mode allows more flexibility at the cost of higher control overhead. In a Frequency Division Duplexing (FDD) deployment, 
D2D communications can take place using physical resources taken from either or both the UL and DL subframes. The standard 
recommends using the RLC UM for D2D communications, and ACKing of PDUs is not provided [16]. 
On the other hand, some literature - e.g.[21] - (although no standard document) exists on one-to-one D2D communication. In 
the latter, the endpoints are identified before communication takes place, through means that are outside the scope of this paper, 
with the eNB acting as a resource allocator using either of the two above modes.  
Finally, D2D communications can also happen without the assistance from the network. For example, D2D can be used in 
out-of-coverage scenarios, especially for public safety applications. In this case, UEs cannot rely on the eNB support for sched-
uling, synchronization and other control functions. The rest of the paper focuses only on network-controlled, one-to-one D2D 
communications. 
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Figure 1 - Example of user data flow through the LTE protocol layers. 
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Figure 2 – Standard uplink scheduling (left) and bandwidth stealing (right). 
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Figure 3 - DM and IM flows: a, b, c, d are in D , m is in D . b, c, d are in 
DM whereas a is in IM.  
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Figure 4 - H-ARQ feedback reporting 
III. SYSTEM MODEL 
We focus on a single cell served by an eNB. Each UE in the cell is an endpoint to at least one unidirectional unicast flow. 
Call F  the set of flows. Let D  and \=D F D  be the sets of D2D-eligible and D2D-ineligible flows (see Figure 3). The former 
are those whose endpoints are both in the cell, (electromagnetically) near enough for direct communication to take place. The 
latter are flows whose endpoints are outside the reach of each other, possibly in different cells, or are legacy devices, which can 
only communicate through the eNB. The means through which a flow (and, accordingly, its transmitter and receiver, there be-
ing no ambiguity) is classified as D2D-eligible (e.g. endpoints’ geographical proximity) is outside the scope of this paper, and 
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we refer the interested reader to [18] for an example of how to achieve this. Endpoints of flows in D  can either communicate 
directly, i.e., in D2D mode (DM), or using the eNB as a relay, i.e., in Infrastructure mode (IM). Each flow i has a rate request 
iA , which the system should try to meet if possible at all. This can be inferred from signaling information at flow setup, e.g. the 
application QoS Class Indicator (QCI). For flows in D , we assume that the eNB is aware of: i) the CQIs in the UL and the DL 
of an IM communication, and ii) the CQI of the DM link.1   
We consider an FDD system, where UL and DL subframes have M  RBs each. We assume that DM transmissions take place 
in the UL subframe, which is less loaded than the DL one (due to the well-known traffic asymmetry) and allows better overall 
SINR, especially when the D2D users are far from the eNB [5]. Accordingly, UEs are equipped with a Single Carrier-
Frequency Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) receiver [21]. As far as H-ARQ is concerned, [21] argues that the receiver 
feedback (i.e., ACK or NACK) may be either direct or indirect, as shown in Figure 4a and 4b. In both cases, the ultimate desti-
nation of the feedback is the transmitter. Instead, we posit that the receiver feedback should reach both the transmitter and the 
eNB (see Figure 4c), since the former needs to know if retransmission is required (in eight TTI, it being UL), while the latter has 
to allocate RBs for it to take place. 
Several DM flows may reuse the same RBs, hence their transmissions may interfere with each other. We model interference 
using a binary model: two DM flows are either interfering, if the power they receive from each other is above a given threshold, 
hence they must occupy disjoint RBs, or non-interfering, in which case they may share the same RBs. Interference conditions 
can thus be modeled via a conflict graph (CG) [19]. Vertices of the CG are flows in D  and an edge exists between two interfer-
ing (i.e., conflicting) flows. Let E  be the set of edges in the CG. Figure 5 represents the CG for the scenario of Figure 3, where-
as Figure 6 shows a possible resource allocation which exploits spatial reuse under the CG constraints. Reuse between one IM 
flow and one or more DM ones is not considered: we will discuss later on that enabling it would make solving the MS problem 
at optimality prohibitive. 
Allocating resources in this system requires two decisions: 
1. which flows in D  should be scheduled as DM or IM, a decision which we call mode selection (MS); 
2. how to allocate RBs to all flows in F  on each TTI, once the above decision has been made, which we call packet sched-
uling (PS). 
Hereafter, we present a general framework to solve the above problems. 
 
1 The means by which this is achieved are outside the scope of this paper. However, for the sake of concreteness, we mention that the 
eNB may request D2D-eligible receivers to measure and report certain signals produced by the related transmitter, e.g. as proposed in [18]. 
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Figure 5 - Example of Conflict Graph including D2D-eligible flows. 
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Figure 7 - Effects of mode-switch on RLC communication.
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8 – High-level block diagram of the resource allocation framework 
IV. RESOURCE ALLOCATION FRAMEWORK 
We first argue that MS and PS should occur at very different timescales: the MS at a coarse one (e.g., hundreds or thousands 
of TTIs) and the PS once per TTI. Intuitively, the MS should – in theory – be run as frequently as possible, so as to ride channel 
peaks and select the best mode for each flow. However, when a flow is switched (e.g.) from DM to IM, a burst of losses may 
occur. In fact, a sender uses different radio bearers to peer with different receivers. As stated in [25], different radio bearers 
come with different PDCP and RLC entities, which in turn have independent sequence numbering. Thus, PDU sequence num-
ber cannot be assumed to be synchronized on different RLC connections. With reference to Figure 7, consider a DM flow hav-
ing UEs a  and b  as endpoints. At time 1t , b ’s RLC expects a PDU whose sequence number is 101. However, if the mode is 
switched to IM at 
1t , then b  will peer with the eNB’s RLC entity, which will expect a different next sequence number (251, in 
this example). Note, further, that the eNB relays PDUs from a  to b  employing two separate RLC entities in any case, peering 
with a  and b  respectively, and that UL RLC PDUs coming from a  will travel the protocol stack up to at least the IP layer 
before climbing it down again for the DL leg. RLC PDUs in the DL leg will thus have yet another, unrelated numbering, as well 
as a different fragmentation. Having separate RLC entities implies that, after a mode switch, all PDUs buffered at the “old” 
RLC entity will need to be discarded, since their numbering is unsuitable for the new RLC connection. Moreover, the flow may 
not switch back to the old one anytime soon (or ever again), hence keeping them buffered for possible later use makes no sense. 
Depending on how fast the PDCP sends down SDUs to the RLC, and how slowly the MAC requests RLC PDUs to the RLC, 
these losses may be significant. Moreover, fragments of RLC SDUs that have already made it to b  at the time of the mode 
switch will be discarded as well (when b ’s RLC reassembly timeout expires), since their missing counterparts, buffered at a ’s 
“old” RLC entity, will be discarded. The same problem occurs, obviously, also when switching from IM to DM, where it is 
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exacerbated by the fact that losses can occur independently on the UL and DL leg of the IM path. We also observe that using a 
different RLC – notably AM, despite recommendation to the contrary in the standard [16] – would not solve the problem. In 
fact, although AM allows a sender to know which RLC PDUs have/have not made it to the peer entity, when switching from IM 
to DM there is no way for a to know what has got to b, since b’s RLC – b being two hops away – is not peering with a’s at that 
moment. 
 Now, losses due to frequent mode switching impair the throughput of the flow and of the cell as well, as we show later on in 
Section V. Minimizing the impact of these losses is in fact one of the main reasons why MS must be performed at coarse time-
scales, the other one being that its overhead is non negligible. On the other hand, it is self-evident that PS should occur on a per-
TTI basis, since the backlog and channel state of UEs change at a comparable timescale. Long-term resource booking, as dis-
cussed in Section II, is in fact inefficient. Finally, we underline that the sets of flows on which MS and PS decisions are to be 
made are different: MS is for flows in D , PS is for all flows in F . 
Figure 8 reports a high-level view of our solution. The MS module makes decisions at periods of T  TTIs (in the order of 
hundreds or thousands of TTIs). It selects between DM and IM for each flow in D , taking into account rate requests, long-term 
channel quality statistics, availability of resources in both the UL and DL subframes, and simultaneous presence of D2D-
ineligible flows. The PS module actually allocates resources on each TTI, taking MS decisions as inputs, and based on the in-
stantaneous channel quality and UE buffer status. An aggregator is required to average TTI-level information over a period and 
provide input to the MS module, i.e., achievable rates and subframe occupancy.  
From a network operator perspective, the objective of resource allocation could be one among meeting rate requests, mini-
mizing energy consumption, maximizing fairness among UEs or some combination of the above. The framework proposed in 
this paper is general enough to account for each of the above objectives. For ease of explanation, we will detail the solution in 
the hypothesis that sources are constrained by a traffic profile specifying a maximum long-term sending rate, and we will then 
show that little modifications are required to pursue alternative objectives. 
A. Mode Selection 
The MS module runs a decision algorithm that states on which path a communication should take place, whether DM or IM. 
While flows in D  are not involved in MS, they do occupy resources in both the UL and DL subframes. Let 
ULM  and DLM  be 
the average, taken over the last period, of the RBs left unused by flows in D  in the UL and DL subframes, respectively. Alt-
hough we assume that DM communications insist on the UL subframe, when a flow is scheduled as IM its data must travel to 
the eNB, then it must come down in the DL. However, if the DL subframe does not have enough resources for scheduling that 
flow, communication may incur excessive delay. Thus, occupancy of the DL subframe should also be considered in the decision 
process of the MS module. For each flow iD , let liR  be the average MAC-level rate achievable on link  , ,l SL UL DL , the 
latter two being the legs of the IM communication. These values are computed by the aggregator by averaging the rates of the 
last period. The output of the MS can be obtained as the optimum of an optimization problem. The latter can be formulated in 
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two different ways, based on whether or not spatial reuse is allowed among DM flows. The solutions state which mode a flow 
will use to communicate during the next period, and give an indication of what percentage of the UL subframe it is likely to 
occupy. We discuss MS without spatial reuse first, and then add spatial reuse. 
Mode selection without spatial reuse 
The problem is as follows: 
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
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The objective function (to be maximized) is the sum of the throughput of each flow, which consists of two parts. The first one is 
the average rate that the flow is expected to achieve in the coming period: 
SL
ix , 
UL
ix  are the average number of RBs virtually 
occupied by a flow i over the SL and UL, respectively. Note that we consider these to be real-valued, since we are concerned 
with long-term average rates, hence a continuous relaxation (i.e., a fluid approach) is justified. Since a flow i cannot be in both 
DM and IM simultaneously in a period, either 
SL
ix  or 
UL
ix  will be null. The second addendum estimates the throughput lost due 
to a mode switch: when a flow is switched, buffered RLC PDUs (
iQ ) will be discarded, hence a throughput loss equal to iQ T  
needs be considered, T being the MS period. ,i is t  are two binary variables, either of which is set when the mode is switched. 
The rationale is to prevent a flow to continuously change the communication mode, unless the throughput gain is higher than 
the reduction due to discarded PDUs. Constraint (i) states that we cannot send in UL more traffic than we can carry in DL: the 
total UL throughput is in fact 
UL UL
i ix R , and this must be equal to the DL one (otherwise either queueing at the eNB occurs or 
resources are wasted). The resources required in the DL subframe to achieve this goal are thus 
UL UL DL
i i ix R R . In practice, con-
straint (i) implies that – if the DL subframe is full – then it is wise to set as many flows as possible to DM. Constraint (ii) states 
that the allocation for all flows in F  must fit in the UL subframe. Constraint (iii) specifies that the flow throughput cannot ex-
ceed its maximum sending rate. Since this is a maximization problem, the solver will push the left hand side of (iii) towards the 
upper bound iA  in any case. If achieving all the iA  is impossible, then the MS will still select modes trying to achieve the 
highest cell throughput. Note that it is the PS that actually allocates RBs, and it does so using actual backlogs and CQIs, availa-
ble on each TTI. Variable id  is binary, and is set when flow i is in DM. Hence, constraints (iv-v) ensure that either 
DM
ix  or 
IM
ix  
is null. Constraints (vi-vii) state that binary variables is  and it  are set if there is a mode switch, i.e. if id  differs from its previ-
ous value 
old
iD . Finally, constraint (viii) specifies the problem variables and their domain. Note that only variable id  will be 
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used later on by the PS. The other variables, notably SL
ix , 
UL
ix , is  and it , are only helper variables, since resource allocation is 
performed by the PS. 
The above is a Mixed Integer-Linear problem (MIP), with ( )O D  variables and constraints. MIPs are NP-hard in general. How-
ever, they can be solved quite fast, even at optimality, if their size is not too large.  
Mode selection with spatial reuse 
Spatial reuse among DM flows improves the overall throughput, as more UEs are served simultaneously in the same RBs. On 
the other hand, interference comes into play and must be managed. Conflict Graph (CG) serves this purpose. DM flows for 
which an edge exists in the CG must be serialized, i.e., must occupy different RBs. In the UL, Single Carrier-Frequency Divi-
sion Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) imposes the restriction that RBs allocated to a UEs should be adjacent, hence we need a vari-
able i  to denote the RB index where flow i starts its transmissions. 
SL
i ix +  determines the RB index flow i ends its transmis-
sions. The left side of Figure 9 shows an example of a valid allocation for two conflicting flows i and j, whereas the right side of 
Figure 9 shows an invalid allocation, due to the overlapping between RBs allocated to i and j.  
The MS problem with spatial reuse is the following. 
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Constraints (i-v), (ix-x) are the same as in (1), the only difference being in (ii), where instead of the sum of the RBs over all 
DM flows, we use the overall amount SLn  of the RBs occupied by DM flows, thus accounting for reuse (
SL SL
ii
n x

 D ). Con-
straints (vi-vii) define the sequencing of conflicting DM flows i and j in the subframe, i.e. the direction of the edges in the CG. 
Note that, due to the term ( ) ( )1 1i jd d− + − , these three constraints are automatically verified unless i and j are both DM flows. 
In this last case, whether (vi) or (vii) are active is determined by binary variable ijo , which is 0 if i precedes j and 1 otherwise. 
Finally, constraint (viii) defines the right extreme SLn  of the portion of subframe allocated to DM flows. This MIP has 
( )O D+ E  variables and constraints, E  being the set of edges in the CG. Therefore, we can expect spatial-reuse MS to be 
harder than the one with mutually exclusive resources, all else being equal. We will show later on in Section V that the cost of 
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solving (2) at optimality is however compatible with the timescale at which we want it to work. Note that allowing reuse be-
tween one IM flow and one or more DM ones would entail including D2D-ineligible flows into the CG as well. These in turn 
form a D -clique of conflicts, thus adding 
2
D  edges to E . While the formulation changes only slightly, the time involved in 
solving it at optimality becomes prohibitive, so that heuristics are needed. Finally, we observe that, when spatial reuse is al-
lowed, values DM
iR  do account for the interference generated by all the (non-conflicting) D2D flows which may have shared 
RBs with flow i. Interference decreases the SINR, which in turn decreases DMiR . We will show in Section V that this makes the 
MS problem robust to misconfigurations of the conflict threshold. 
 
Figure 9 - Valid (left) and invalid (right) allocation for two conflicting flows 
B. Packet scheduling 
Once modes are selected, we need a packet scheduler that actually allocates the RBs of the UL subframe on each TTI, to all 
flows in F 2. In fact, values 
SL
ix , 
UL
ix  computed by the MS are based on long-term average rates, inferred from those achieved 
in the past period, and maximum rates 
iA . PS instead exploits fresh CQIs and actual instantaneous backlogs to make an effi-
cient TTI-level resource allocation. Note that, at this stage, DM flows are a subset of D , whereas IM flows are a set that in-
cludes D . When spatial reuse is not allowed, any traditional scheduling algorithm suitable for the uplink (e.g., MaxC/I, Propor-
tional Fair, Round Robin, etc.) can be used, since DM and IM flows need not be distinguished in principle. Priority-aware ver-
sions of the above schedulers can also be used, if necessary, e.g. to prioritize DM flows over IM ones. Strictly speaking, the PS 
need not even have the same objective as the MS: for instance, both MaxC/I and PF scheduling can coexist with MS (1). Using 
one or the other will yield different long-term rates 
l
iR  (likely, lower for PF than for MaxC/I), and MS will adapt accordingly.  
Under spatial reuse, we need to devise different schedulers, that exploit sharing RBs among non-conflicting DM flows. We 
call DMB  and IMB  the set of backlogged DM and IM flows, respectively. Let iQ  denote the backlog of flow i. The max-
throughput schedule for both DM and IM flows is the optimum of the following problem: 
 
2 Note that PS on the DL subframe is unaffected by our framework, hence is not mentioned further in the paper.  
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 (3) 
Problem (3) aims to maximize the amount of backlog cleared (minus the padding 
ip ), where ib  is the number of RBs allo-
cated to flow i. 
iCQI  is the number of bits per RB for flow i in its selected mode. Constraint (i) states that all the schedule must 
fit in the UL subframe. Constraint (ii) states that the number of RBs given to a flow is upper bounded by its backlog, plus some 
allowance for padding, which is however limited to less than one RB’s worth by constraint (iii). Constraints (iv-vi) enforce con-
flict graph precedence among the allocations for DM flows. Whether (iv) or (v) are active is determined by binary variable ijo , 
which is 0 if i precedes j and 1 otherwise. These constraints are similar to (vi-vii) of Problem (2). However, recall that variables 
ijo  in (2) are only helper variables and are not conveyed to the PS. In fact, PS is free to decide to allocate either i before j in the 
subframe or vice versa. Mutual exclusion among IM flows, implicitly defined by the LTE standard, is taken into account in con-
straint (i). Note that ib  and i  are integer variables now, since we are now assigning RBs in a single subframe instead of mak-
ing a long-term resource planning. Problem (3) is a MIP with ( )DM IMO +B B  variables. Solving it in a TTI time may be infea-
sible if many flows are backlogged simultaneously, hence we present a low-complexity heuristic.  
Assume that the allocation is recorded into a binary M D  RB matrix (shown in Figure 10, left). Element (i,j) of the RB ma-
trix is equal to one if RB i is allocated to flow j . The CG can also be represented by a D D  binary matrix (shown in Figure 
10, right). Element (i,j) of the CG matrix is equal to one if arc (i,j) is in the CG. With reference to the pseudocode of Figure 11, 
the heuristic works as follows: DM and IM flows are sorted in a single list by decreasing CQI (line 5). Cyclically, flows are 
extracted from the top of the list and served until their backlog B is cleared or no more RBs are available. However, IM flows 
are allocated backwards starting from the end of the UL subframe (lines 9-15), whereas DM flows are allocated forward starting 
from the beginning of the subframe,.using a best fit algorithm to regulate the conflicts: flow i is allocated a set of contiguous 
RBs not occupied by conflicting DM flows (lines 17-37) until the part of subframe occupied by IM flows is met. This allows us 
to do without enforcing a fixed resource partitioning between the two groups of flows. Instead, the boundary changes dynami-
cally, based on the backlog and conflict state of the flows. For each DM flow i, requesting ib  RBs, the algorithm searches for 
the available groups of contiguous RBs and allocates either (line 25): 
• ib  RBs in the smallest group larger than or equal to ib , if there is one, or, 
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• the size of the largest group smaller than ib , otherwise. 
Checking if RB j can be allocated to DM flow i only requires to AND row j of the RB matrix and row i of the CG matrix 
(line 19). The complexity of the heuristic is ( )logO F F D M+  : the first term is due to flow sorting (and is common to sched-
ulers without spatial reuse, such as MaxC/I or PF), and the second is due to the inner while loop that finds available RBs for a 
DM flow, assuming that the bitwise AND of line 21 can be done in constant time. Such assumption is reasonable with large 
machine words. This complexity is clearly affordable in a TTI, given that M  can be up to 100 in practice.  
We are now in a position to recap the details of our framework, which we do in Figure 12. The latter shows in detail the flow 
of information within our framework. In particular, we highlight two aspects. First, MS only indicates which flows are DM and 
which ones are IM, thus the PS is free to obtain the TTI-level resource allocation without using the long-term allocation per-
formed by the MS. Second, PS provides the MS (via the aggregator) the information about the amount of available RBs for both 
UL and DL subframes, i.e. the RBs left unused by flows in D . 
C. Generalizations 
We now show how the two main blocks of our framework, namely MS and PS can be adapted to pursue different high-level 
objectives.  
As far as MS is concerned, problems (1) and (2) can be readily transformed into others, simply by modifying the objective 
function and/or few constraints. For instance, proportional fairness can be simply enforced by using the following objective 
function in (1) or (2): 
 ( )max
SL SL UL UL
i i i i
i i ii
i
x R x R
s t Q T
r
   + 
− +   
   
 D , 
where 
ir  is the long-term rate of the flow in the previous period. Moreover, an objective that is of interest for future 5G net-
works is maximizing the energy efficiency of the system, computed as the spectral efficiency divided by the energy consumed 
by the whole system [26]-[29]. According to well-established eNB energy consumption models [22], the consumed power is 
proportional to the number of RBs transmitted by the eNB in the DL subframe. On the other hand, the eNB consumes little en-
ergy for DM flows, i.e., the one required to respond RAC handshakes, which is negligible, and the one for transmitting signal-
ing and control information. Since we assume a constant transmit power for the eNB, maximizing an energy efficiency function 
like the one proposed in [26]-[29] results in minimizing the energy consumed by the eNB. This can be achieved by limiting the 
transmissions having a DL leg, i.e., by sending as many of D ’s flows in DM as possible. Thus, a min-energy (mE) MS can be 
obtained by substituting objective function min UL UL DLi i ii x R R  D  in (1-2). The latter sets modes so as to minimize the portion 
of the DL subframe booked for flows in . Constraint (i) then becomes redundant, and the inequality in constraint (iii) must be 
reversed, since we are now facing a minimization problem and we need to satisfy the requested rate of flows in  (otherwise 
the solver would just nullify each UL assignment). The alert reader will observe that other objectives (e.g., max-min fairness) 
can be accommodated via similar modifications.  
D
D
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Regarding PS, the same generalizations as above can be applied to problem (3), mutatis mutandis. For instance, an optimal 
PF with spatial reuse can be formulated simply by dividing each term in the objective function by the long-term rate of their 
flow. More interestingly, the heuristic of Figure 11 can be reused as well: all it takes is to sort flows differently (e.g., by decreas-
ing PF score) to enforce the required criterion. Moreover, an orthogonal choice can even be made on whether to schedule DM 
and IM flows jointly, sorting both in the same list – as we do in our framework – or by prioritizing either set, by using two sort-
ed lists and scanning one before the other. 
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Figure 10 –RB matrix (left) and Conflict Graph matrix (right). 
1 IM_bottom = M  // last RB unoccupied by IM  
2 DM_top = 0   // topmost RB occupied by DM 
3 RB_matrix = all 0s 
4 IM_allocable = TRUE 
5 sort flows by decreasing CQI 
6 while (flow list not empty) 
7   extract top flow i 
8   B = ceiling(Qi/CQIi) 
9   if (i is IM)  
10   | if (IM_allocable) 
11   |   B = min{B, IM_bottom-DM_top} 
12   |   allocate B RBs to flow i 
13   |   IM_bottom -= B 
14   |   IM_allocable = (IM_bottom>DM_top) 
15   | end if 
16   else  // DM flow 
17   | j = 1  
18   | best = try = 0 
19   | best_RBs = try_RBs = {} 
20   | while (j<=IM_bottom) 
21   |   if (RB_matrix[j] AND CG[i])==0 
22   |   | try++ 
23   |   | try_RB = try_RB U {j} 
24   |   else 
25   |   | if (B<=try<best) OR (best<try<B) 
26   |   |   best = try 
27   |   |   best_RBs = try_RBs 
28   |   | end if 
29   |   | try_RB = {} 
30   |   | try = 0 
31   |   end if  
32   |   j++ 
33   | end while 
34   | while (B>0) AND (best_RBs not empty)  
35   |   extract top k from best_RBs 
36   |   set bit (k,i) in RB_matrix 
37   |   B-- 
38   end if 
39 end while 
Figure 11 – Pseudo-code for the best-fit heuristic. 
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Figure 12 – Detailed information flow for the framework 
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
In this section we evaluate the performance of the framework presented in Section IV. Our evaluation is carried out using 
SimuLTE [2]-[3], a C++ system-level simulator developed for the OMNeT++ framework [4]. SimuLTE simulates the data 
plane of the LTE/LTE-A radio access network, including all the protocol stack from the PDCP to the physical layer. It also sim-
ulates resource allocation at the eNB in the DL and UL subframes. In order to support network-controlled D2D communica-
tions, we had to implement several protocol-related functions besides all the framework described in Section IV, and, while 
doing so, we had to make decisions on a non-negligible practical issue, which we have not observed in any related work so far: 
MS interferes with H-ARQ. In fact, a mode switch might occur when some H-ARQ process is in retransmission. At least two 
strategies may be envisaged to deal with this: one is to only switch idle H-ARQ processes, allowing busy ones to complete their 
cycle of retransmission before switching them too, the other one is that all pending retransmissions are aborted and started anew 
in the new mode. Solving this issue is clearly outside the scope of this paper, thus we stick to the first solution henceforth.  
We simulate an LTE-A cell managed by one eNB endowed with an omnidirectional antenna (see Figure 13). Inter-cell inter-
ference is generated by three micro-eNBs located at 1000m, at a 120° angle. Micro-eNBs are anisotropic, pointing toward the 
macro-eNB, and the attenuation is ( )A  =   2min 12 ( 70 ) , 25 ,   being the angle between the micro and the receiver. 
eNBs use the same transmit power over the whole spectrum. The interference generated by micro-eNBs reduces CQIs in the DL 
so as to simulate a more realistic scenario. We assume 5 MHz bandwidth, resulting in 25 RBs per subframe, in order to reach 
saturation with a reasonable number of users. Path loss, shadowing and fading models are taken from [20]. System parameters 
are summarized in Table 1. We simulate both D2D-eligible and D2D-ineligible flows. The latter can be either UL or DL flows, 
which means that these flows have either the transmitter or the receiver within the cell, and communicate with a server which 
sits beyond a router. We assume instead that the packets of IM flows having both endpoints in the cell reverse their direction at 
the eNB, without going any further (e.g., all the way up and down some dedicated network element in the Evolved Packet Core 
network). Such assumption, which is common to all the literature, allows us to discount non-radio access delays and bandwidth 
and processing bottlenecks. Unless specified otherwise, UEs follows circular trajectories whose center is at a maximum distance 
of 100m from the eNB and whose radius ranges from 20 to 50m, at a maximum speed of 10 m/s. The centers of the trajectories 
of two peering UEs are at a maximum distance of 25m. This is done to allow communicating UEs to spend amounts of time 
where both modes are actually feasible, albeit with different CQIs. The UM RLC is used at all nodes.  
Our evaluation is aimed at highlighting which benefits are due to which design choice. Thus, we start with evaluating the MS 
Packet 
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period and overhead; we then compare our MS with others available in the literature. Moreover, we show that the computation 
cost of the optimal PS is infeasible, and that our best-fit heuristic performs close to the optimum. Finally, we assess the impact 
of spatial reuse. 
 
Micro 
eNB
Micro 
eNB
Micro 
eNB
Macro 
eNB
 
Figure 13 – Reference scenario for the simulations 
TABLE 1 – SIMULATION PARAMETERS 
Parameter Value 
Carrier frequency 2 GHz 
Bandwidth 5 MHz 
Number of RBs 25 
Mobility model Circle (OMNeT++ model) 
Path loss model ITU Urban Macro 
Fading model Jakes 
eNB Tx Power 40 dBm (macro), 20dBm (micro) 
eNB Antenna gain 18 dB 
Noise figure 5 dB 
Cable loss 2 dB 
Simulation time 30 seconds 
No. independent replicas 5 
A. Mode Selection period and overhead 
We first investigate the effects of varying the MS period on the loss rate. Then, we provide figures regarding the overhead of 
solving MS at optimality.  
As previously said, mode switching implies discarding of RLC buffers. Figure 14 shows the packet loss at the RLC level as a 
function of the MS period T . It is clear that periods below 500ms are unadvisable, since the mode for D2D-eligible flows is 
switched too frequently. Moreover, note that we allow pending H-ARQ retransmissions to complete before switching, and loss-
es could be even higher otherwise. From now on, we set the period at 1T s= . 
We then simulate 25, 30 and 35 D2D-eligible flows, 10 D2D-ineligible UL flows and 50 D2D-ineligible DL flows, transmit-
ting CBR traffic (a 100-byte packet every 10 ms). Figure 15 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the time need-
ed to solve the MS problem at optimality, using the ILOG CPLEX solver [15] on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU at 2.80 GHz, 
with 8 GB of RAM and a Linux Ubuntu 12.04 operating system. As the figure shows, these times are mostly lower than 100 
ms, thus they are fully compatible with the period at which it is safe to run MS, e.g. 1s. Note that no attempt at an optimized 
solution algorithm for problem (2) has been made (e.g., one exploiting the structure of the problem), and that the times recorded 
in the figure include context switches and the time spent exchanging the problem instance and solution via memory-mapped 
files between SimuLTE and CPLEX. We are then justified in believing that these times can be abated even further if needed and 
that the optimal solution can be found in reasonable time also with a higher number of D2D-eligible flows. Finally, we remark 
that the size of problem (2) does not depend on the number of RBs, thus its complexity is affordable also with higher band-
width. 
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Figure 14 – Average RLC packet loss ratio with different MS periods. 
 
Figure 15 – CDF of the execution time of the MS problem. 
B. Comparison with other MS schemes 
We compare our MS scheme against two static and two dynamic schemes. The static ones select all flows in D  to be DM 
and IM, respectively (the second choice corresponding to traditional cellular communications). The two dynamic schemes are a 
Random one and the one in [7], which we call Max-CQI for brevity. The Random scheme selects the same percentage of flows 
as our scheme to be DM or IM, but assigns them to either mode randomly. This allows us to ascertain what the added value is of 
selecting not only the right number, but the right set of flows. The Max-CQI one assumes instead that the eNB knows three 
SINR values for each flow in D , one for IM and two for DM, namely with and without spatial reuse. Then, the expected 
throughput is estimated as a function of the SINR and the available resources for each flow. The latter are obtained based on the 
number of UEs, instead of on their backlog. Each flow in D  will use the mode with the highest expected throughput, without 
taking into account any global metric. Note that [7] does not mention how to do PS: thus, to make the comparison more chal-
lenging, we endow both the Random and the Max-CQI schemes with the same conflict resolution as ours wherever reuse is 
allowed, run them at the same period, and employ our very same PS heuristic at the TTI timescale. Thus, any performance dif-
ference is only due to the MS scheme employed.  
We first simulate 25 D2D-eligible flows, sending 100-byte packets each 10ms, and 50 D2D-ineligible DL flows, that send 
packets with the same period and constant size. The latter varies from 200 to 600 bytes, so as to congest the downlink subframe 
progressively. All UEs are in a 100m radius from the eNB. Figure 16 shows the sum of the application-level throughputs at the 
destinations of flows in F , whereas Figure 17 shows the percentage of D2D-eligible flows sent to DM, both as a function of the 
overall offered load. When all flows are statically assigned to IM (All-IM scheme), there soon comes a point (at about 16 Mbps 
of offered load) where the cell cannot accommodate all the DL flows. In fact, packets sent to the eNB have to traverse the DL 
leg to reach their destination, further increasing the congestion of the DL subframe. The Max-CQI scheme selects DM for some 
flows and exploits spatial reuse in the UL subframe, but ends up sending too much in IM in any case (45% of D2D-eligible 
flows, as shown in Figure 17), since it is oblivious of the increasing congestion in the DL. Our scheme, instead, outperforms 
both because it avoids sending in the UL what cannot come down in the DL. In fact, when the cell approaches saturation, our 
MS scheme offloads the DL subframe by sending more than 90% of D2D-eligible flows in DM. This shows that making the 
MS aware of the available resources in both UL and DL significantly improve the cell throughput. Note that, in this scenario, 
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the Random and All-DM schemes perform exactly like ours. This is no wonder, since all these schemes assign all D2D-eligible 
flows to DM when the cell saturates. Our scheme also reduces the communication latency. Figure 18 shows the CDF of the ap-
plication-level delay for flows in D , at an offered load of 18 Mbps. The Max-CQI and the All-IM schemes saturate the cell and 
data experience queueing at the eNB, thus their delay is higher than our scheme’s. Although the Random MS achieves the same 
throughput as our MS, this result is paid for with higher delay, since selecting DM for flows having bad channel conditions, e.g. 
with endpoints too far apart, increases their latency. 
 
Figure 16  – Application-layer cell throughput. 
 
Figure 17 – Average fraction of DM flows.  
  
Figure 18 – CDF of application-layer delay, offered load=18Mbps.  
The advantages of our scheme with respect to the All-DM and Random ones are best appreciated in a denser scenario, with 
50 D2D-eligible flows. UEs are static and the distance between flow endpoints is at most 25m. Sources are CBR, sending 500-
byte packets every 10ms. Figure 19 shows the application-layer cell throughput against the conflict threshold. Low threshold 
values make the conflict graph highly connected, which minimizes interference, but also hampers spatial reuse and, as a conse-
quence, the overall throughput. As the threshold increases, conflicts disappear progressively, allowing spatial reuse, which re-
sults in a remarkable increase of the cell throughput. However, increasing the threshold further reveals another, negative effect: 
cumulative interference prevails, reducing the SINR of DM flows, hence ultimately the cell throughput. This is in fact what 
happens with the All-DM curve. Our MS scheme shows little dependency on the conflict threshold, unless of course the latter is 
so low as to prevent reuse at all (e.g., less than -70db). In fact, the rates actually employed in our MS are fed back from the 
MAC, and they do include the interference made by flows marked as non-conflicting in the CG. Thus, with a high conflict 
threshold, some D2D-eligible flows are still assigned to IM to protect them from an otherwise intolerable interference. This is 
made evident in Figure 20, where we plot the average reuse factor per RB (i.e., the average number of flows using that RB). 
When the threshold is set to -40db, our proposed scheme limits the reuse factor to 6, against 9 of the All-DM scheme. The rea-
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sons behind the poor performance of the Random scheme are excessive packet loss, due to poor choice of the flows sent to DM 
and uncorrelated MS in adjacent periods, i.e., some flows swap modes at each MS period, hence their RLC buffers are repeated-
ly discarded.  
 
 
Figure 19 – Application-layer cell throughput.  
Figure 20 – Reuse factor. 
C. Packet scheduling optimality and time cost 
We now discuss the optimality of the best-fit heuristic. For the optimal scheme, we run simulations where Problem (3) has 
been solved at each TTI, using CPLEX with an optimality gap of 5%, hence results of the heuristic are rescaled by 0.95 to err 
on the safe side. We simulate an increasing number of D2D-eligible flows, ranging from 10 to 30, and 10 D2D-ineligible UL 
flows. All sources send 100-byte packets every 10ms. In order to evaluate only the impact of PS, we disable the MS part of our 
framework and assume that all D2D-eligible flows are DM flows. Figure 21 shows the sum of the application-layer throughput 
for all flows in F  using the best-fit heuristic and the optimal PS (scale on the left vertical axis), together with the corresponding 
optimality ratio (the dash-dotted line, whose scale is on the right vertical axis). With 20-25 flows, the UL subframe is not com-
pletely utilized and the heuristic achieves practically the same throughput as the optimal solution. As more flows need to be 
scheduled, the optimality ratio decreases slightly, but stays above 0.85 in any case. Unfortunately, it is impractical to solve sce-
narios with higher load at optimality, due to the complexity of Problem (3), which increases with the number of flows. Figure 
22 reports the average time needed to solve one instance of the optimization problem. As expected, the optimal solution is not 
affordable within the TTI limit, not even at low loads. In particular, computation times are one to two orders of magnitude 
above the time limit already with 20-40 flows. With 50 flows, the average time is about 14 seconds, and is not reported in Fig-
ure 22 for ease of reading. Although it is likely that these times can be abated through careful reformulation of the problem 
and/or exploiting more powerful hardware, a TTI-bounded solution could be achieved only with low loads (e.g., 20-30 flows in 
F ), i.e., exactly where the best-fit heuristic is near-optimal. 
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Figure 21 - Application-layer cell throughput and optimality ratio, optimal PS 
vs. best fit PS 
 
Figure 22 - Average solving time for optimal PS 
D.  Spatial Reuse 
Spatial reuse allows different flows to be allocated in the same RBs, so it can improve the system performance. On the other 
hand, interference must be managed. Figure 23 shows the distribution of the SINR that a receiver would perceive from its peer-
ing UE located in the center of the area - i.e., the triangle at coordinates (1000,1000) - in different resource sharing situations. 
SINR increases going from red to green. Circles and squares represent, respectively, active and inactive transmitters of other 
DM flows (corresponding receivers are not shown). If uncontrolled spatial reuse is employed, all UEs may be allocated in the 
same RBs as the central UE, thus producing high interference. This results in low SINR for the receiving UE, unless the latter is 
within a 15-20m radius around the transmitter (see the green area in the leftmost part of Figure 23). On the contrary, if spatial 
reuse is prevented, the SINR distribution is the one depicted in the central part of Figure 23. Here, flows are allocated in differ-
ent RBs and the green area becomes much wider, allowing the UEs to use higher CQIs. The latter represents the interference 
situation when a reuse-unaware scheduler is used, e.g. MaxC/I. However, such approach is oblivious to the fact that different 
DM flows may be far enough for their mutual interference to be negligible. In this case, enabling spatial reuse would be prefer-
able, so as to reduce the resources required in the UL subframe. The rightmost part of Figure 23 shows the same scenario as 
above, where some of the neighboring UEs can reuse the same RBs as the central UE (the circles in the figure), whereas some 
others cannot (the squares in the figure). The green area is obviously smaller than that in the central figure, but the SINR is still 
acceptable within a radius of 90-100m around the transmitter. Note that this result is obtained by allowing resource sharing only 
among UEs located far from the central one, which confirms that a careful selection of which flows can reuse the same re-
sources is required. 
We assess whether the advantages of spatial reuse overtake the disadvantages caused by the interference in a dense scenario. 
To this aim, we compare our MS with spatial reuse to that without spatial reuse. The former uses the best-fit heuristic as a PS 
algorithm, whereas the latter uses MaxC/I.  
We simulate an increasing number of D2D-eligible flows, with 10 D2D-ineligible UL flows and 50 D2D-ineligible DL 
flows, all sending 100-byte packets every 10ms. The center of the circular trajectories followed by UEs is at a maximum dis-
tance of 300m from the eNB. Figure 24 reports the sum of the application-layer throughput for flows in F . The benefits of spa-
tial reuse are clearly visible and begin at moderate loads (80 flows in D ), where the scheme without spatial reuse begins to sat-
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urate the UL subframe. Moreover, as shown in Figure 25 for 30 flows in D , even at low traffic loads (when MaxC/I achieves 
the same throughput) delays are smaller with spatial reuse, since UEs’ data experience less buffering delay at the sender side. 
Such results are obtained thanks to the combined use of the conflict graph and the MS. In fact, besides the restrictions imposed 
by the former, MS can decide to assign some D2D-eligible flows to IM (i.e., those receiving high cumulative interference if they 
are assigned to DM), which do not share resources with DM flows. 
E. Discussion 
The above sections have highlighted the following major results on how to deal with mode selection and packet scheduling 
for D2D communications. First, MS cannot be performed too fast. However, since packet scheduling need to be run every TTI, 
it turns out that every attempt to jointly perform MS and PS may lead to inefficient management of the resources. Nevertheless, 
MS and PS cannot be treated as independent problems: results have shown that higher cell throughput is achieved when MS is 
aware of how much resources need to be allocated to D2D-ineligible flows, in both the UL and the DL subframes. In addition to 
this, not only the right percentage of DM flows should be selected, but also the choice of which flows use DM should be taken 
carefully, lest UEs with bad SINR on the DM link are selected for direct transmissions. 
Second, a binary interference model is an efficient way to deal with the inter-UE interference, despite its simplicity. Acting 
on the conflict threshold allows one to obtain different level of protection and, consequently, different level of spatial reuse. 
Cumulative interference is accounted for in any case, since the MS exploits channel state reports from UEs. For instance, when-
ever the CQI (i.e., the available rate) of a flow in DM is low because of cumulative interference, the MS module may decide to 
assign that flow to IM. 
 
Figure 24 – Application-layer cell throughput with and without spatial 
reuse 
 
 
Figure 25 – CDF of application-layer delay w./w.o. spatial reuse, 30 
flows in . 
 
 
Figure 23 - SINR distribution: with spatial reuse (left), without spatial reuse (center), with partial spatial reuse (right). 
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Third, D2D communications require specific PS algorithms that are aware of the presence of both D2D-eligible and D2D-
ineligible flows, spatial reuse and interference constraints. Solving at optimality the above problem is not feasible at TTI-
timescale. However, it is possible to devise efficient heuristic that can be run at each scheduling interval. Since D2D communi-
cations occur preferably in the UL subframe, the packet scheduler must take into account the constraints of the SC-FDMA 
scheme, i.e. RBs allocated to a UE must be adjacent. 
Finally, the negative effects of spatial reuse on the SINR, shown in Figure 23, can be contained through the combined use of 
a conflict graph in both MS and PS. This way, spatial reuse brings benefits in terms of both throughput and latency.  
VI. RELATED WORK 
Available works about D2D can be categorized in inband and outband [6], depending on whether D2D communications take 
place in licensed or unlicensed spectrum. Since our work falls into the first category, we only review literature about inband 
D2D. The main challenges concern the selection of the communication path (direct or eNB-relayed) for a potential D2D pair of 
UEs, namely mode selection, and allocation of resources, so as to mitigate the interference arising from spatial reuse among 
cellular and D2D UEs. 
Besides the algorithm proposed in [7] and discussed in Section V, [8] also addresses the mode selection problem. The work 
in [8] is similar to [7], except that the former also proposes a method for selecting the transmission power of a D2D transmitter. 
As in [7], no global metric is taken into account and packet scheduling is not discussed. 
Packet scheduling is the focus of [12], [14] and [9]. [12] models allocation as a Mixed Integer Non-Linear Problem (MINLP). 
Due to its NP-hardness, authors propose a graph-based heuristic scheme, according to which each link can be allocated at most 
one RB per scheduling interval, which is clearly inadequate. The resource allocation scheme in [14] first assigns RBs to cellular 
UEs, then tries to allocate RBs to as many D2D pairs as possible, minimizing the interference produced on cellular UEs. In this 
scheme, spatial reuse among DM flows is not allowed, and flows are allocated only one RB, similarly to [12]. [9] is a two-stage 
scheduling mechanism, where the first and the second steps are run at large (i.e., several tens of TTIs) and short (i.e., one TTI) 
time scales, respectively. First, the eNB prepares a RB allocation, deciding which set of flows in F  can share which RBs, so as 
to keep the mutual interference below a predefined threshold. Second, the eNB schedules cellular UEs according to some 
scheduling policy (e.g., MaxC/I, PF etc.), whereas D2D pairs are allocated the RBs granted in the first phase. RB allocation is 
modeled as an optimization problem, which aims to maximize the minimum number of RBs allocated to each cellular UE while 
satisfying the required number of RBs allocated to D2D pairs. However, the amount of resources requested by D2D pairs can be 
very different from one TTI to the next, thus long-term allocation can become largely suboptimal after few TTIs. 
Algorithms that tackle mode selection and packet scheduling jointly have also been studied in [10], [11] and [13]. They for-
mulate optimization problems under different objective functions (e.g., maximize the overall throughput, minimize the power 
consumption) and different types of constraints. In any case, the problems are found to be NP-hard, and heuristics are presented. 
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We have already discussed at length that MS cannot be fast and PS cannot be slow, if the effectiveness of resource management 
is a concern. Thus, a joint approach must deal with the trade-off between tolerable packet losses and optimality of PS. 
Works [23]-[24] discuss packet scheduling taking into account the RB adjacency imposed by SC-FDMA, which is employed 
in the uplink subframe in LTE-A networks. In [23], the eNB schedules cellular UEs first, then pairs one D2D flow with one 
cellular UE. To this aim, authors present a MINLP problem and the corresponding greedy heuristic. Work [24] assumes that 
RBs have already been allocated to cellular UEs, then tries to optimize both power and RB allocation for D2D flows. In particu-
lar, RB allocation consists in partitioning the available RBs into 
DN  disjoint contiguous subsets, one per D2D flow. Since the 
number of possible allocations is !DN , dynamic programming is used to reduce the complexity of the problem. In both works, 
one-to-one pairing between one cellular and one D2D flow is advocated. This is constraining, since a D2D flow can only use as 
many resources as its paired cellular UE, hence may result in suboptimal decisions. For instance, if one greedy cellular flow gets 
all the UL RBs, only one D2D flow will be scheduled in that TTI. Moreover, no spatial reuse among D2D flows is possible. On 
the other hand, our framework allocates resources simultaneously for cellular and D2D flows and exploits spatial reuse judi-
ciously. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper presented a framework to allocate resources in D2D-enabled LTE-A cells. The framework relies on selecting UE 
modes at long timescales (e.g., 1s) and scheduling resources at TTI timescales, allowing spatial reuse among D2D flows. Mode 
selection takes into account the availability of resources in both the uplink and downlink subframes and the mutual exclusion of 
interfering flows, leading to more effective decisions We have shown that selecting modes dynamically, according to cell-wide 
measures (e.g., the occupancy of both the uplink and the downlink subframes) allows higher cell throughput to be achieved. 
Moreover, our framework is robust to (mis)configurations of the interference threshold.  
As for packet scheduling, we propose a best-fit heuristic to manage the coexistence of DM and IM flows in the uplink sub-
frame. Such heuristic is near-optimal and affordable. 
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